
 
7. MODELS WITH EQUAL TIME INTERVALS. CONTINUOS SIMULATION. 
 
7.1 General algorithm. 
In the continuos simulation solution of dynamic models the values of the variables is made at certain instants 

it  of the time separated by equal time intervals with length h . 

  htt ii +=+1    

where ni ,...3,2,1,0=  and usually 0t =0. 

The exogenous variables must be known for each instant it  and instructions must be given to compute from 

these and the state variables at it  the values of all endogenous variables at 1+it . 

These instructions are usually of the form:  
 
<new value of the variable>←<previous value of the variable> + <rate of change>h×  
  
 where <rate of change> is a function. 
 Many other type of instructions are included in the algorithm to manage auxiliary and output variables. 
Random variables may be included in these models. For them only the distribution of probability is known. 
In this case to extract conclusions any of the methods shown in 6.2 (analytic, direct, Montecarlo, and 
bootstrap) may be used. 
The simulation may proceed by successive steps as is indicated in the following general algorithm. 
 
1 Read or assign values to simulation data: 
  Initial values of the state variables 
  Values of parameters of the system 
  Values of simulation parameters, among others: 
  TSIM simulation time,  DT length of interval time 
  TIME=0.0  
2 If TIME ≥ TSIM THEN GO TO 9 
3 Read or assign values to exogenous data 
4 Write variable values for actual time 
5 From the values for the variables in TIME, compute the values  
  in TIME+DT using algorithms 
6 Update the values of the variables for TIME+DT 
7 Put TIME←TIME+DT 
8 Go to step 2    
9 Write final results 
10 STOP 
 
In spite of its discrete consideration of the time, the method is usually called continuous simulation, because 
it is assumed that the variables change continuously and the discrete step are merely a computing artifact.   
The step DT may be changed in certain parts of the simulation, but the most usual case is to use a fixed step 
in all the run of the model or to make changes in some few sections of the run, but the same step is 
maintained for many successive instants of calculation.   



The solution is equivalent to solve the differential equations by Euler’s first order method. It is affected by an 
error that decreases with the period DT (while DT is several orders of magnitude greater than the precision of 
the numerical system used). 
It is possible to use more sophisticated methods that consider several previous values of the variables (Milne 
methods) or that compute values in points other than the extremes of the interval (Runge-Kutta methods). 
These methods are available in some simulation languages (Chapter 9). 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE. Consider the model prey-predator in 4.3.2 d). 
The algorithm using equal interval times is: 
 

7501000 ←← fr                                                              initial values 

18.01 ←c 00015.02 ←c 20.03 ←c 0001.04 ←c  parameters of the system 

250=tsim  0125.0←dt                                                         parameters of the simulation 
0←time  

STOPthentsimtimeifXX ≥:  
     ),,( frtimewrite  

     dtrfcrcrrn )( 21 −+←        new value of r  

     dtrfcrcrf n )( 43 +−+←        new value off  

      nn ffrr ←←                  update the values for the next period 

     dttimetime +←  
XXtogo  

Note that the new values (or next values) of the state variables for the beginning of the next period are stored 
in the variables nn fr ,  and the original vales of r and f  are update only at the end of the computations of the 

period. If they were changed before, putting, for example: dtrfcrcrr )( 21 −+= , the results would depend on 
the order of the equations. To avoid this it is convenient to compute the new values using always the values at 
the beginning of the period. 
 
7.2 Examples of complex models. 
7.2.1Production Inventory and Delivery Model. In the following, a simplified example of a system of 
production, inventory and delivery is shown.  
The factory produces only one product, that may be divided in small amounts (for example sugar or cement). 
The general objective of the model is to compare the system behavior when different policies of rate of 
production, delivery and inventory are tried to deal with changes in demand. Specific questions are: 
Is it better to produce at a constant rate based, for example, in the last 6 months’ average demand, or to fit the 
rate of production to the actual demand? It is convenient to decide the rate of production taken into account 
the accumulated demand or the inventory deficit?. To fix the desired inventory, is it convenient to take into 
account the pass production only or to consider the accumulated demand?. To define the delivery, is it better 
to deliver all that is possible to satisfy the accumulated demand or to reserve always some inventory. The 
model designer must discuss in detail these issues using the techniques discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, 
specially what the managers mean when they say “convenient” or “better”. It is difficult to find a single 
objective function in a complex problem, but it may be possible to get a satisfactory compromise.  



It is assumed that this previous stage of system analysis is already accomplished and the level of abstraction 
has been achieved that is expressed in the following model. 
A general diagram is in Figure 1 in which the subsystems and its relations are shown. 
The system related with the problem is the factory and the environment is the market. As the objective is to 
analyze the effect of internal policies of production, inventory and delivery on the costs and in the 
satisfaction of the clients in the time of delivery, it is possible to assume satisfactory values for other 
variables. So, provision of raw materials, energy, production factors, cash flows, contaminants and their 
control, labor relations, quality, improvements, maintenance, safety, and other conditionals for production are 
assumed satisfied and their costs included in a unitary production cost. 
These factors can be taken into account in an enlarged model, once the behavior of this part is simulated and 
tested. 
The relations with the environment are reduced to reception of orders and delivery of the product.  
 
The following physical subsystems or sections are distinguished: 
 
Reception. Receives and accumulates the order forms in the form of rate of demand, and keeps a statistics of 
the total amount of non satisfied demand and of the average rate of demand in the period of the last M  units 
of time. 
 
Production. Receives from the production decision section the information of the desired production rate 
and try to adjust the production to that rate, which is achieved after some delay. It sends the production to the 
inventory section at the achieved rate. The production rate has a limit. 
 
Inventory. Receives the product from production section at a certain rate and pass product to the delivery 
section at the rate required by the delivery rate decision, keeping the account of the inventory level. It 
receives, from the inventory decision section, the desired level of inventory and computes the difference 
between it and the actual level. 
 
Delivery. Transfers outside of the system (to the client) the product from the inventory section, at the rate 
indicated by the delivery rate section. There is a limit to the delivery rate. 
 
The decision subsystems are: 
 
Production decision section. It may receive information from: 
The inventory section: difference between the desired level of inventory and the actual inventory. 
The reception section: rate of demand 
                                    average rate of demand in the last m  periods. 
                                    accumulated demand  
With this information computes the desired rate of production. 
 
Delivery decision system. It may receive information from: 
The reception system:   accumulated demand 
The inventory system:  actual inventory 
With this information it decides the delivery rate. 
 
Inventory decision system. It may received information from: 



The reception system:  average rate of demand 
                                     accumulated demand 
 With this information computes the desired inventory. 
 
Evaluation system. For each experiment with different conditions the simulation runs produce time series 
for the variables. These results are difficult to understand and the merits of the different experiments may 
result difficult to assess. The evaluation system represents a section of the management. It tries to compute 
some global measures that summarize the aspects of the system performance that enable the manager to take 
decisions. It may receive information from: 
The reception system:    average accumulated demand (to estimate the mean delay to fulfill the     
                                       orders) 
                                       maximum accumulated demand 
The inventory system:   Accumulated storage  
                                      maximum inventory 
The production system: accumulate production   
                                      accumulated production deficit  
The delivery system:     delivery cost 
                                      accumulated  delivery 
                                      accumulated  delivery deficit. 
With these values it computes: 
The unitary cost (from production, inventory and delivery costs) 
The mean delay to satisfy the demand: mean accumulated demand/mean delivery rate 
and made a report that also includes the maxima of the rates and levels  
 
VARIABLES: 
(s:state variables; a:auxiliary variables; p:parameters) 
Dem (ton/day)               rate of orders that arrive the reception   s 
AveDemRat (ton/day)   average rate of orders in the last M days  a 
M                                  number of unit times (days) to average demand  p 
AccDem (ton)               accumulated demand (not yet satisfied)  s 
TotDem (ton)                total demand  s 
TotAccDem (ton)          total accumulated demand  s 
MaxAccDem (ton)        maximum accumulated demand  s 
PasDemRat (ton)          array with the last M demand rate values Dem  s  
 
To keep the new values computed in the period for the end of the period: 
DemAccN 
ProN 
InvN 
DesProN 
DesDelN 
DelN 
 
Pro (ton/day)                 production rate  s 
ProN (ton/day)              production rate, new value  s 
ProDel  (day)                production delay  p 



Pro1 (ton/day)               intermediate production rate (to compute delay)  s 
Pro2 (ton/day)               intermediate production rate (to compute delay)  s 
MaxPro (ton/day)         maximum rate of production  s 
TotAccPro  (ton)          total production  s 
ProDef (ton)                 production accumulate deficit  s 
 
Inv   (ton)                      actual inventory  s 
InvN  (ton)                    actual inventory, next value  s 
MaxInv  (ton)                maximum inventory  s 
MinInv  (ton)                minimum inventory  s 
TotAccInv (ton)            total  inventory  s 
 
Del (ton/day)                delivery rate  s 
DelN(ton/day)               delivery rate, new values 
MaxDel (ton/day)         maximum delivery rate  p 
TotAccDel (ton)           accumulated delivery  s 
DelDef  (ton)               delivery accumulated deficit  s   
   
DesPro (ton/day)          desired production rate  s 
DesProN (ton/day)       desired production rate  s (new value) 
 
CProInvDef                  coefficient production / inventory deficit  p  
CProAccDem               coefficient production / accumulated demand  p 
CProAveDem               coefficient production / average demand  p 
 
DesDel (ton/day)          desired delivery rate  s 
FraInvDel                     inventory delivery fraction  p 
 
DesInv (ton)                 desired inventory  s 
CInvAccDem               coefficient desired inventory / accumulated demand   p 
CInvAveDem               coefficient desired inventory/ average demand  p 
 
AveAccDem                average accumulated demand  a                               
InvCost                        unitary inventary  cost  a 
ProCost                        unitary production cost  a  
DelCost                       unitary delivery cost 
UniCost                       unitary cost  
AveDelDly                  average delivery delay 
 
 
 
 
 
ALGORITHM 
 
Initializations (values to get a stable behavior) of state variables (change in a run) 



Dem        ←15              demand rate         (exogenous variable)     
AccDem  ←15             accumulated  demand  
DesInv     ←60             desired inventory 
Inv           ←60             inventory 
DesProd  ←15             desired production 
Prod        ←15              production rate 
Pro1        ←15              intermediate production rate (to compute delay) 
Pro2        ←15              intermediate production rate (to compute delay) 
DesDel    ←15             desired delivery 
Del          ←15             delivery  
M     ←20                      number of days to average demand  
FOR  I←1 TO 40  DO  PasRat←15    the past rate array initialized to 15 
 
Parameters of the system (they remain fix in a run) 
MaxPro←40                               maximum production rate 
MaxDel←40                               maximum delivery rate 
CProInvDef          ←0.2             coefficient production / inventory deficit  
CProAccDem       ←0.1             coefficient production / accumulated demand 
CProAveDem       ←1.0             coefficient production / average demand 
CInvAccDem        ←0.0            coefficient desired inventory / accumulated demand  
CInvAveDem        ←4.0            coefficient desired inventory/ average demand 
ProCost                 ←1.5             cost to produce a unit of product $/ton 
DelCost                 ←0.3            cost to delivery  a unit of product $/ton 
InvCost                 ←0.2             cost to storage of a unit of product a unit time $/ton day 
 
 
Initialization of output and auxiliary variables 
MaxAccDem←0                        keep record of maximum accumulated 
MaxInv         ←0                        keep record of maximum inventory 
MinInv          ←1×1032              keep record of minimum (initialized to a high value) 
TotAccDem  ←0                        keep record of total accumulated demmand 
TotDem        ←0                         keep record of total demand 
TotAccPro    ←0                         keep record of total accumulatedproduction 
TotAccInv    ←0                         keep record of total accumulated 
TotAccDel   ←0                         keep record of total accumulated delivery 
ProDef         ←0                         keep record of total accumulated production deficit 
DelDef         ←0                         keep record of total delivery deficit 
 
Parameters of the simulation 
TSim←365                                 simulation total time 
DT   ←0.125                              interval time 
TIME ←0                                    time of the simulation (clock) 
 
 
 



 
Instructions 
NewPeriod:      here starts the processing of a new period 
At this point some values of the variables may be registered in a file, displayed in the screen, 
 or shown in a graphic to form the time series of the temporal behavior of the system 
 
Read or give an algorithm for rate of demand: In this case a jump function is used: 
 
IF TIME<10 THEN Dem←15  ELSE Dem←30 
 
 
Reception System 
IF TIME=INTEGER(TIME) THEN         the following will be executed once each day: 
    WRITE(TIME, Dem,Pro,Del,Inv)        write the values at the beginning of the period 
    IF TIME≥ TSim THEN GO TO Eval;  to evaluate final results and finish the simulation 
    
Actualize array of average demand:  
    FOR i←M-1 TO 1 DO PasDemRat[i+1] ←PasDemRat[i]  displace one place at right  
    PasDemRat[1] ←Dem                    and put the new value at the first place of the array 
 
    S←0 
    FOR i←1 TO M DO  S←S+PasDemRat[I]      average the last M daily demand rates 
   AveDemRat←S/M 
 
AccDemN     ←AccDem+(Dem-Del)*DT         balance equation for the accumulated demand level 
MaxAccDem ←MAX(MaxAccDem,AccDemN)  record of maximum accumulate demand level 
TotAccDem  ←TotAccDem+Dem*DT                  accumulate all demand to find it average 
 
Production decision system 
the desired rate of production is assumed a linear combination of inventory deficit, accumulated demand and 
average demmand; these values are a production policy   
DesPro←  CproInvDef*(DesInv-Inv)+CProAccDem*AccDem+CproAveDem*AveDem 
DesPro←MAX(0,AccDem) 
 
Production system 
Pro1←Pro1+(DesPro-Pro1)*3*DT/ProDel     the production is the desired production 
Pro2←Pro2+(Pro1    -Pro2)*3*DT/ProDel     with a third order delay. See 4.3.2 h  
ProN  ←Pro  +(Pro2    -Pro  )*3*DT/ProDel 
 
IF ProN>MaxProd THEN                                if the production capacity is exceeded 
    ProDef ←ProDef+(ProN-MaxPro)*DT      accumulate the deficit 
    ProN←MaxPro                                           and put the actual equal to the maximum 
TotAccPro←TotAccPro+Pro*DT                  accumulate all production 
ProN←MAX(ProN, 0)                                   to avoid negative production rate  
ProMax←MAX(ProN, ProMax)                  record the maximum production 
 



Inventory  decision system 
the desired is a linear combination of the average demand and the accumulated demand 
DesInv←CinvAveDem*AveDenRat+CinvAccDem*AccDem  
 
Inventory system 
InvN ← Inv+(Prod-Del)*DT              inventory level balance 
MaxInv←MAX(MaxInv,InvN)        record the maximum inventory level 
MinInv ←MIN(MinInv,InvN)           record the minimum inventory level 
TotAccInv←TotAccInv+Inv*DT     accumulate the inventory 
 
 
Delivery decision system 
The desired rate of delivery is assumed to exhaust in a unit time a fraction of the inventory or all the 
accumulated demand, whatever is less  
DesDelN←MIN(FraDelInv*Inv, AccDem) 
 
Delivery System 
DelN←DesDel                                                        in principle, try to deliver at the desired rate 
IF DelN>MaxDel THEN                                          but it exceeds the delivery maximum capacity 
    DelDef ←DelDef+(DelN-MaxDel)*DT              accumulate the deficit  
    Del       ←MaxDel                                                and delivery at the maximum rate 
TotAccDel←Tot AccDel+Del*DT                          accumulate the delivery to estimate the average 
 
Update state variables 
DemAcc←DemAccN 
Pro         ←ProN 
Inv         ← InvN 
DesPro  ←DesProN 
DesDel  ←DesDelN 
Del        ←DelN 
TIME    ←TIME+DT 
GO TO NewPeriod                                                    end of a period, start the following 
 
Evaluation System 
Eval: 
AveAccDem←TotAccDem/Tsim 
AveDel        ←TotDel/Tsim 
ProDef         ←ProDef/TSim 
DelDef         ←DelDef/TSim 
AveDelDly  ←AveAccDem/AveDel 
InvCost        ←TotPro*UniStoCost 
ProCost       ←TotPro*UnitProCost 
DelCost       ←TotDel*UnitDelCost 
UniCost       ← (ProCost+StoCost+DelCost)/TotPro 
 
Output 



WRITE(TIME,UniCost, AveDelDly,AveAccDem, MaxAccDem, MaxPro,MaxInv, MaxInv, 
              MinInv, ProDef, Del Def) 
STOP. 
 
Comments about the program 
 
The actual program, see Exercise 2, must include facilities to make the experiments, graphic and numerical 
outputs and a well written report for the output. A GLIDER version using is discussed in Appendix 1. 
The output values are time series of the variables plus a final report  for the run produced in the evaluation 
system.  
The time series may be printed, stored in a file for further processing, or graphically displayed as it is 
computed. Literary output to remark certain results may be also used. 
 
The initial values are selected to produce a rather stable behavior. 
The input: Dem, can be taking from real data or from data guessed by experts. However, it is interesting to 
check the behavior with: 
 
a) A step function (constant value during certain time followed by a jump to another constant value) that 
shows the adaptive behavior of the model that may be sudden, asymptotic or oscillatory. This was the input 
used in the above algorithm to observe oscillation in the production.  
 
b) A ramp, linearly increasing function is useful when jumps in some variables, as other variables reach 
certain thresholds, must be checked.  In the model may be the limits of production and delivery. 
 
c) Oscillatory inputs with different frequencies may be useful to discover resonance phenomena. In particular 
if the period of the input (Dem) is near the proper period as detected in a). 
 
d) If a random input is used the model becomes stochastic and some method adequate for that models (as 
Montecarlo method) must be used. 

 
 
7.2.2 Dam Model. 
A dam, fed by a river, provides water for electricity production and for consumption and ecological needs of a 
rural zone. The model computes the hydrological balance for several years and allows some experiments 
changing the river supply in a proportional way. River flow, rain, evaporation, ecological and rural 
consumption needs are given functions of time. Infiltration is assumed proportional to the volume. 
The minimum level to extract water from the dam is 18m, the maximum level is   38m that corresponds to a 
volume of 775000000 m3. Beyond this level the excess water will go through the overflow channels and 
merges with the water to consumption. The water balance takes into account the following variables: 
a) The river flow given in m3/s by monthly mean for a typycal year:   FRiv(T) 
b) The rainfall in mm/month: FPre(T) 
c) The evaporation in mm/month: FEva(T)  
d) The infiltration that is proportional to the total volume of the dam. CInf 
e) The minimum and maximum needs for  electricity production  
f) The minimum for consumption and ecological needs given in m3/s by monthly mean 



The time functions that defined a) b) c) and d) are determined by hydrological observations; while the e) and 
f) are estimated by the hydroelectric plant requirements, a rural census and from a survey made by ecologists. 
A function that gives the surface as a function of the volume is estimated from the level lines defined from a 
topographic survey before the filling of the dam. The closed level lines for the dam give by the surfaces for 
each level. Multiplying the mean of two successive surfaces by the distance between levels the volume of a 
slab of the damp is estimated. So, two functions, the surface as a function of the level and the volume as a 
function of the level are found from the level lines. From this two functions, the surface as a function of the 
volume is easily obtained. The level is measured from an arbitrary horizontal reference plane. In this model 
this plane touch the deepest point of the resevoir. 
All this functions are given by tables, from which values of the functions for intermediate values of the 
independent variable may be obtained by interpolation. Linear interpolation will be used in this example. 
Spline interpolation is more precise. The GLIDER simulation language (Chapter 9) has facilities for different 
types of simulation.  
 
State variables:  
Vol   Volume of the dam 
Lev   Level respect the lowest point of the damp 
 
FRiv(T)  river flow given in m3/s by monthly mean for a typycal year 
FPre(T)  rainfall in mm/month 
FEva(T) evaporation in mm/month 
FEco(T) minimum ecological and consumption needed m3/s 
FSur(Vol)  Surface as a function of the volume  m2 
 
Vol                   volume in the dam 1000000 m3  
Sur                    surface of dam m2  
Lev                   level over the deepest point  
Inf                    infiltration coefficient*) 
NeededVol,      needed for rural consumption and ecology m3/sec  
ExtEleVol,       extra volume available for electricity m3/day  
AvaEleVol       total available for electricity m3/day  
MinEleVol       minimum volume for electricity production m3/day 
MaxEleVol,     maximum volume for electricity production m3/day  
OveVol            overflow volume 1000000m3  
AvaNee           available for electricity, rural consumption and ecology  m3/day 
CRiver             river supply coeficient for experiments  (multiplies the FRiv) 
T                      time measured from the beginning of the year days 
TIME               time measured from the beginning days 
  DT                   period length  days 
 
Algorithm 
Initialization 
Vol              ←  600E+6              initial volume 
Parameters 
MinEleVol ←  2*86400              minimum volume for electricity production m3/day   
MaxEleVol ←3*86400              maximum volume for electricity production m3/day 



CInf            ←0.0017                  infiltration coefficient: daily infiltration in m3 per m3 of volume*) 
Parameters of simulation 
Tsim           ←1825                     simulation time days  
DT              ←0.125                    interval time length 
CRiver        ←1.00                      experimental parameter for river flow 
 
Instructions 
New Period: 
 T   ←MODUL(TIME,365)          T counts the time from 0 each 365 days advance      
 Sur←Fsur(Vol/1E6)                    surface for the actual volume 
   
  Volume to the next period 
  Vol1←Vol 
                 +(86400*FRiv(T)*CRiver   contribution of river m3/day*DT times experimental factor 
                 +Sur*FPre(T)/1000/30        contribution of rain  m3/day*DT   (from mm/month) 
                 -Sur*FEva(T)/1000/30        loss by evaporation m3/day*DT     (from mm/month)  
                 -Vol*Inf)*DT                      loss by infiltration m3/day*DT     
 
  ExtEleVol←0                                                 extra (exceeding minimum)  
  NeededVol←FNee(T)*86400                        needed water flow for rural and ecology m3/day 
  Vol1←Vol-(NeededVol+MinEleVol)*DT    remaining volume after minimum extractions 
  Lev←FLev(Vol/1E6)                                     level (Vol is in 1000000 in the function) 
  IF Lev>18                                                                      when level is enough to extract 
    THEN                                                                           extraction is possible 
       if volume  exceeds maximum capacity: 775E6, the remaining contribute 
       to electricity until the maximum capacity of the plant 
       IF Vol>775E6  
          THEN ExtEleVol←MIN(Vol-775E6,MaxEleVol)  some extra water is for electricity 
      AvaEleVol←MinEleVol+ExtEleVol                           available to electricity m3/day 
      Vol1←Vol-ExtEleVol*DT                                            remaining accumulated volume 
      OveVol←MAX(0,Vol-775E6)                                     quantity to overflow channel, m3 in DT 
      Vol1←Vol-OveVol                                                       remaining volume  
      AvaNee←OveVol/DT+AvaEleVol+NeededVol          available for rural ecology and electricity 
    ELSE                                                                              actual level is below the extraction level 
      AvaNee←0;  
      AvaEleVol←0;  
      OveVol←0; 
    State variables update 
    Vol←Vol1 
    TIME←TIME+DT 
    
    Go To NewPeriod 
 
 Functions: 
 Surface Ha 10000 m2 as a function of volume in million m3*) 
V 170 178  180  185 201 220 225 255 284 315  360   394   438   466   521   558   601   650   715    775   



S 353  392  431 496 554 620 702 798 915 980 1090 1198 1215 1331 1334 1416 1495 1567 1650  1809 
 
        
 Level m,  as a function of volume in million m3  
V 170 178  180  185 201 220 225 255 284 315  360   394   438   466   521   558   601   650   715    775   
L     0     2      4      6     8   10   12   14   16   18    20     22     24     26     28     30     32     34     36      38   
 
  Flow from affluent river m3/seg as a function of day of the year 
 T      0    31   59    90   120   151  181  212   243   273  304   334  365 
 R 16.7   8.3  6.3 12.0  22.3  60.4 92,1 99.3  95.0  90.5 64.3 40.0  16.7 
                 
  Evaporation mm/day as a function of the day of the year   
 T      0    31   59    90   120   151  181  212   243   273  304   334  365 
 R    90    90 100   90     80     70     50    40     50    60     70     80    90 
 
  Precipitation mm/day as a function of the day of the year  
 T      0    31   59    90   120   151  181  212   243   273  304   334  365 
 P    10    10   30    75   250   390  405  395   340   208  130     50    10    
 
 Water needed in m3/seg as a function of the day of the year 
 T      0    31   59    90   120   151  181  212   243   273  304   334  365 
 N    24   25   22    19     15       9      7      8       8       9    11     15    24     
 
 
Note that the greater consumption corresponds to the years of less rainfall and river flow, this show the 
usefulness of the reservoir for the region. 
An algorithm programmed in GLIDER language is in Appendix 1.  
Simple experiments can be done changing the coefficient CRiver that change proportionally the river flow. It 
can be found, with these experiments, the reduction in river flow that allows to cover the minimum needs of 
water. Actually the flows cannot change proportionally, but in exceptional years of  heavy and low rain the 
distribution of the flow in the time also change. 
Most refined experiments must be done with coherent realistic climatic assumptions. In the model the 
climatic and consumption functions for the successive years are considered the same. This assumption may 
also be unrealistic. 
Sound experimentation must consider a set of situations of possible futures with assumed climatic, ecological 
and consumption conditions. These possible futures are called scenarios. The scenarios are usually designed 
by interdisciplinary teams of experts using the techniques discussed in Chapter 2. See Wack 19##, 19##, 
Schwartz 19##, ###, 19##. See Exercise 1. 
 
7.3 Microsimulation. There are processes  in which  individuals perform certain actions and undergo certain 
transformations  at successive  steps that depend on the characteristics of each individual (which may change 
at each step), some global conditions of the system, and the interaction with other individuals. This is a 
generalization  of the transition models discussed in 5.4. But now the transformation may be complex and 
must be simulated with an algorithm. This processes can be simulated registering the characteristic of the 
individuals in one or more data bases, and processing the individuals one by one with the transformation 



algorithms and introducing the transformation on the data base. So the data base is projected in the future. 
See Orcutt 1961, Hancock and Sutherland 1992. 
 
Example. In a large enterprise the individuals are categorized by their function, time in the enterprise, the 
result of a periodical evaluation, the actual salary. These data are in a data base that is updated when one of 
this characteristic change. There is certain probability of unexpected retirement at each period, and the 
conditions for normal retirement are known. The directives want to know when and how many new people of 
different professions must be hired to fill the vacant posts assuming a certain rate of growth for the business. 
An approximate prediction can be done by simulation. The model starts with the actual data and simulates the 
changes for each individual in the data base. The retirements and promotions are computed and guessed 
hiring policies are simulated adding records in the data base. This will produce an scenario of the future 
employment that may be judged by the directives. 
 
Example.  In a plantation of  teak there is a data base for the trees. Periodically cuts are made to obtain wood, 
to eliminate dry or bad developed trees, and to improve the conditions of growth of the remaining trees. The 
cutting tactic depends on those factors and on economical considerations. A very big tree probably has 
entered a stage of low growth, so the annual wood increase may be low, and, on the other hand, it consumes 
maintenance resources (as plague control) and difficult (by using nutrients and giving shade) the develop of 
the nearby trees. A simulation model may extrapolate the actual size, by means of a logistic curve (see 4.3.2 
c) and look in the same data base the status of the surrounding trees. With this information the model can 
assign a degree of “convenience of cutting” for each tree. 
 
See other example in Exercise 3. 
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EXERCISES 
 
1. Program the models in 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 in a general purpose language. Describe possible   experiments with 
them and report the conclusions. 
 
2. Design a national economic model considering: 
 4 sectors in the economy; the I/O matrix is known 2 population groups 1) owner of enterprises 2) employees  
 for which is known: 
  i) the fraction of each group that works in each sector 
  ii) the fraction of the aggregate value that perceives each group 
  iii) the fraction of the income of each group that is spend in consumption  
  iv) the capital required to produce a unit in each sector 
  Program the model and test it with assumed data. 
 
3. Design a model for a university career in which each student is described by a record with its  notes in each 
class. A matrix is provided that for each class gives what previous classes must have been approved. Two 
algorithms must be designed. A register algorithm decides for each   student in which classes register (this 
depends on the approved subjects and the number of   credits, but may have a random component). An 
examination algorithm decides the note he or she will obtained in each class (this depends on the previous 
records plus a random element). Test the model with assumed data and discuss the method to obtain real data 
from college statistics.   
 
4. Design an aggregate hydrological model of a watershed with a single outlet. Divide the river      in 3 parts 
(upper, medium and low) and the watershed in 9 regions (6 sub-watersheds, 3 in each part of  the river and 
each one divided in three parts  at  different distances of the river. Assuming uniform precipitation with 
certain distributions in the year distributed the rainfall in 3 parts for each region: a part that evaporates, a part 
that reach the section of the river by superficial flow, and a part that reach the section by underground flow. 
They flow with delays of different order and values that depend of the distance of the region to the river. The  
sections of the river can be related also by a delayed flux.  
      
5. Design three scenarios of six years for the dam model and simulate with these data to test the usefulness of 
the dam system to regulate the water provision. 
 
 


